When Part of the
Picture Isn’t Enough
Staying on top of what’s going in the competitive Medtech market and getting a complete view
of the competitive landscape and current market trends is critical to your business. Often,
this essential information is fragmented and diﬃcult to ﬁnd, and gathering and synthesizing
it is tedious and time consuming. Now, Biomedtracker puts this critical information at your
ﬁngertips, saving you time and eﬀort. The new “Associated Products” section on relevant
Biomedtracker Drug Proﬁle pages shows you the full competitive landscape – including drugs,
devices, and diagnostics – with a single search.

Using Associated Products
Simply search for a drug on Biomedtracker. If there are any devices or diagnostics associated with that drug, the left
navigation panel will include the “Associated Products” link.
Click on the link or scroll down to see the Associated Products section.

Click the product of interest to see a snapshot of key information about devices or diagnostics associated with that
drug, including Lead Company, Indication, Product Type, Clinical Trial Analysis, Phase, and any Upcoming Catalysts.

A dual subscription to Biomedtracker and Meddevicetracker allows you to take your research and discovery even
further. Click directly from Biomedtracker to even more detailed content on Meddevicetracker to round your
data and information and deliver a full view of the product landscape that includes medical devices, companion
diagnostics and advanced delivery systems associated with the drugs, indications, and therapy areas you need to
follow.

Meddevicetracker completes your picture of the product landscape with:
• Product Details (including other names, routes of administration, approval information, company,
product type, and more)
• Indications (including phase, analysis of clinical events, and any upcoming catalysts to be aware of)
• Product Description & Analysis
• Technical Speciﬁcations
• Deals & Deal Structures
• Associated Products – completing the loop and circling back to associated drugs on Biomedtracker.

Work smarter and faster with Biomedtracker and Meddevicetracker: the connections you need, made for you, for
the complete competitive picture.

To ﬁnd out more, visit:
pharmaintelligence.informa.com/meddevicetracker

